Off the Beaten Track: Vietnam

**SINHO**
Travel by motorbike to the remote mountain village of Sinho, or unravel the intricacies of public transport in northwestern Vietnam.

**HANG EN CAVE**
Visit this spectacular cave deep inside Phong Nha-Ke Bang National Park on a park-ranger-led hiking and camping trip.

**BAI HUONG**
Take part in a homestay in this beautifully situated fishing village in the Cham Islands, just a short boat ride from the tourist mecca of Hoi An.

**XEO QUYT FOREST**
Hop on a boat through silent swamps and enjoy an almost primordial calm among the trees, one of the last natural forests of the region.

**HO QUOC PAGODA**
Evocatively located on a remote coast of Phu Quoc Island, the Ho Quoc Pagoda features a Quan Am statue and a giant bell, and makes a great sunrise spot.

**DONG VAN**
Use this sleepy Ha Giang town as a hub for trekking, visiting local markets and exploring remote attractions such as Lung Cu and the Vuong Palace.

**PHU THUAN**
Enjoy the magnificent oceanic coastline and lack of development at Phu Thuan, which has great places to stay.

**TAM HAI ISLAND**
Enjoy the serenity in tiny Tam Hai, home to fine beaches, Cham ruins and a whale cemetery.

**GANH DA DIA**
Marvel at Ganh Da Dia’s fascinating volcanic rock formations, located on a stunning slice of coastline with good beaches and swimming.

**KE GA LIGHTHOUSE**
Charter a fishing boat for the ride out to this imposing, 40m-high island lighthouse, which dates from the French-colonial era.